
AT&T cuts field service overtime by 53% and 
reduces expenses by 43% with NetMotion

Customer Success Story

The Challenges

Dropped connections. Repeated log-ins. Frequent helpdesk calls. Mounting work orders. These network obstacles 
were all in a day’s work for tens of thousands of AT&T field service engineers. The legacy VPN used by one of the 
world’s largest telecommunications companies could not keep up in today’s mobile environment. Connectivity 
between the field and the corporate network was inconsistent and troublesome. Issues like these contributed to 
rising overtime costs, customer contract cancellations, employee frustration, and negative online reviews. For a 
company that prioritizes customer satisfaction, AT&T needed a better mobile network option for its 40,000 field 
service employees. 

The Solution

AT&T first installed NetMotion software on rugged laptops used by a select pilot group of field engineers. The results 
were immediate: roaming issues, isolated dead spots, and no-coverage zones gave way to consistent, reliable 
connections. Encouraged by these results, AT&T moved quickly to a full deployment, delivering NetMotion to its 
40,000-member field engineering team. NetMotion offered all-day connectivity over multiple networks with a single 
login. Field employees could better focus on the technical and customer-service elements of their jobs. No longer 
troubled by network delays, job completion rates soared and engineers had the capacity to take on an average of 
two additional jobs per day. Teams got more done in a regular 8-hour workday, helping to reduce overtime by 53 
percent.
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The Results

• 43% reduction in helpdesk, data plan, and related costs

• 53% decrease in field engineer overtime

• Reduced number of helpdesk calls

• Continuous, reliable connections for field engineers

• Improvement in customer service, speed and quality 

CLICK HEREFor more NetMotion case studies: 

““Netmotion helped bring noticeable 
improvements to productivity and 
the bottom line for AT&T

To learn more about NetMotion: CONTACT US

With NetMotion, AT&T was able to deliver higher quality services, more consistently, and more efficiently. Advanced 
data-reducing compression technologies delivered flawless results for bandwidth-intensive applications like VoIP and 
streaming video. Employees could now suspend and resume devices or cross through coverage gaps without losing 
sessions. NetMotion also ensured that devices had the latest security patches, drivers and application updates.

AT&T experienced a 43 percent reduction in helpdesk, data plan, and other related costs. Thanks to NetMotion, 
this telecommunications giant reduced worker frustration, gained higher customer satisfaction, and experienced 
demonstrable bottom line results.
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